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SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Palo Alto Networks and ArcSight have partnered to deliver 
unprecedented visibility and correlation of enterprise network 
security events. Utilizing the ArcSight Flexconnector and Common 
Event Format (CEF), Palo Alto Networks’ next-generation firewalls 
add rich context encompassing all user and application activity into 
ArcSight’s Enterprise Security Manager Platform. This integration 
allows ArcSight to correlate additional relevant data with other 
data sources into a single cohesive view, unifying critical user, 
application, and threat visibility.

ArcSight delivers the only enterprise framework that integrates and optimizes the 
management of all threats and events generated by any source of security-relevant 
information. By giving security professionals complete monitoring, correlation, 
investigation, resolution, and reporting—all within a single solution —ArcSight 
provides a truly coordinated infrastructure that maximizes security results while 
decreasing overall costs.

The Palo Alto Networks Technology 
Partner Program includes a select 
group of partners that deliver solutions 
or products that interoperate with the 
next-generation firewall.
 

HIGHLIGHTS 

■ Complete support for access and rule compliance at 
the user and application level

■ Configuration and reporting of threat signatures for 
integrated threat management

■ Full on-demand policy compliance audits (PCI-DSS, 
NIST, etc.) for next-generation firewalls

■ Automated firewall analysis and audits to optimize 
firewall rule-sets and maintain compliance

■ Network modeling and access path analysis to 
troubleshoot application and user connectivity issues
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PALO ALTO NETWORKS

Palo Alto Networks™ (NYSE: PANW) is the network security 
company. Its innovative platform allows enterprises, service 
providers, and government entities to secure their networks 
and safely enable the increasingly complex and rapidly growing 
number of applications running on their networks. The core of 
Palo Alto Networks’ platform is its Next-Generation Firewall, 
which delivers application, user, and content visibility and 
control integrated within the firewall through its proprietary 
hardware and software architecture. Palo Alto Networks’ 
products and services can address a broad range of network 
security requirements, from the data center to the network 
perimeter, as well as the distributed enterprise, which includes 
branch offices and a growing number of mobile devices. Palo 
Alto Networks’ products are used by more than 9,000 customers 
in over 100 countries. 

www.paloaltonetworks.com

ARCSIGHT

ArcSight is a leading provider of cybersecurity and compliance 
solutions that protect organizations from enterprise threats and 
risks. Based on the market-leading SIEM offering, the ArcSight 
Enterprise Threat and Risk Management (ETRM) platform 
enables businesses and government agencies to proactively 
safeguard digital assets, comply with corporate and regulatory 
policy and control the internal and external risks associated with 
cybertheft, cyberfraud and cyberespionage.

www.arcsight.com

For more information, contact techpartners@paloaltonetworks.com


